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The Strategic Imperative in 1914

Everywhere you feel the fear of something threatening; something 

dangerous and repulsive is imminent, a consciousness of an ap-

proaching catastrophe. All feel it, including those who are prepar-

ing it.

—F. A. Rodichev, May 19141

The road to Constantinople runs through Warsaw.

—E. N. Trubetskoi2

The shortest and safest operational route to Constantinople runs 

through Vienna . . . and Berlin.

—Quartermaster- General Yuri Danilov3

If there is a dominant cliché in current thinking about the outbreak 
of World War I, it is German fear of the “Russian steamroller.” Chan-

cellor Theobald von Bethmann Hollweg’s anxiety about the growth of 
Russian power is amply con firmed in both his correspondence and in the 
Riezler diaries, in which he is overheard muttering, “Russia grows and 
grows. She lies on us like a nightmare.” From the raw data, it is easy to see 
why policymakers in Berlin felt time was not on their side: Russia’s popu-
lation had grown by forty million since just 1900, and was approaching 
200 million to Germany’s sixty- five. By the time the Great Program was 
complete in 1917–1918, Russia’s peacetime army (already Europe’s largest 
in 1914, at 1.42 million) would number 2.2 million soldiers, or roughly 
triple the size of Germany’s.4 Russia’s economy, although still only fifth- 
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The Strategic Imperative in 1914 l 7

largest in the world (behind Britain, France, Germany, and the United 
States) was growing at a “developing economy” rate of nearly 10 percent 
annually, rather like China’s is today. Measured in output of coal, iron, 
and steel, Russia was already fourth (having passed France) and inching 
up inexorably to first rank. Just looking at a map was enough to induce 
terror in Russia’s neighbors: according to a famous calculation the Ro-
manov Empire had grown by fifty- five square miles a day—20,000 a year 
—since 1683, primarily west, south, and southeast. It was not hard to ex-
trapolate forward a geopo lit i cal map on which Russian territory included 
half of China, Afghanistan, northern Persia, Anatolia, Constantinople and 
the Straits, Austrian Galicia, and Eastern Prussia.
 Like all clichés, this one rests on a kernel of truth. Russia’s population, 
economy, and her military strength were increasing in size each year. Beth-
mann Hollweg, an intelligent and well- traveled man, was not paranoid: he 
had visited Russia himself in July 1912 and witnessed her growing indus-
trial might firsthand. In an era when military budgets were—even in auto-
cratic Russia—subject to parliamentary and public scrutiny, it was easy to 
compare the strengths of European armies. The size of the Imperial Rus-
sian Army in 1914 and its basic mobilization timetable was no secret, al-
though whether or not Russia really could mobilize as fast as her generals 
claimed was an open question.5 Nor were the implications of the Great 
Program enacted in 1913 secret: by 1917, Russia would theoretically be 
able to mobilize roughly one hundred divisions for battle within eigh teen 
days of mobilization, only “three days behind Germany in overall readi-
ness.”6 In strictly military terms, one can see why German military plan-
ners concluded Russia would be easier to beat in 1914 than three or four 
years later.
 International relations, however, are not conducted in a vacuum. As 
Russian policymakers knew perhaps better than their western European 
counterparts, what matters in geopolitics is not the absolute growth in 
one country’s de mo graphic, economic, or military power, but its relative 
growth compared to other powers.7 And here the Russian steamroller cli-
ché begins losing plausibility. There was just one European power that 
had prodigiously increased in strength vis- à- vis all its rivals in the pre-
vious half- century, and it was certainly not Imperial Russia, which had 
lost two major con flicts (the Crimean War of 1853–1856, and the Russo- 
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10 l t h e  r u s s i a n  o r i g i n s  o f  t h e  f i r s t  w o r l d  w a r

Japanese War of 1904–1905) and won a conspicuously hollow victory in a 
third (the Russo- Turkish War of 1877–1878, in which Petersburg’s gains 
were largely nullified by Bismarck and Disraeli at the Congress of Berlin). 
Had not the Franco- Prussian War of 1870–1871 heralded a new geopo lit i-
cal era, with Germany decisively passing France as the greatest military 
power in Europe—a development that led the Russian General Staff to 
convene an unprecedented “strategic conference” in 1873 designed to 
produce a plan for preserving the Romanov Empire against the German 
threat?8 Were not the German use of railways and the near- universal liter-
acy in the ranks of the Prussian army both revolutionary developments 
in military effectiveness—developments that had not only embarrassed 
France but made Imperial Russia (with her paltry rail network and a lit-
eracy rate of 30 percent as late as 1913) look positively outdated? Had not 
the German economy exploded in size since the 1880s, surpassing even 
Britain’s, to trail only continent- sized America? Did not German heavy 
industry dwarf that of her eastern rival, with—despite the latter’s three- to-
 one edge in population—her production of coal still nearly ten times that 
of Russia, and her annual output of coal and pig iron four times as great?9 
Were not the Germans now world leaders in ev ery thing from pharma-
ceuticals to automotive technology to—perhaps more sig nifi cantly—ever-
 more destructive explosives and ever- more accurate (and  longer range, 
and larger caliber) artillery? The words Krupp and Skoda alone were 
enough to terrify infantrymen who might have to face Germans. Fear of 
the growth of Russian power? Judging by the outcome of the war on the 
eastern front between 1914 and 1917, the growth of German power would 
seem to have been the more plausible nightmare.
 The “growth of German power” was no less visible on the diplomatic 
playing field, at least as perceived in Petersburg. Bethmann Hollweg and 
his diplomats may have felt that they had been dealt a series of defeats at 
the hands of France and Eng land (most recently following the Agadir in-
cident of 1911, when, as the chancellor lamented, in return for acquiescing 
in French domination of Morocco, the Germans had received “an im-
mense number of square miles of tropical marshes” in the middle of Af-
rica).10 But these should have been balanced out by clear German victo-
ries over Petersburg, such as the Russian climb- down over Austria’s 1908 
annexation of Bosnia (enforced by an unsubtle German threat in March 
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The Strategic Imperative in 1914 l 11

1909), and more recently the Liman von Sanders affair of winter 1913–
1914. Liman von Sanders, a German of fi cer appointed to command the 
Turkish army corps defending the Straits, had ultimately been allowed to 
stay on (at an elevated rank which rendered Liman “overquali fied” to 
command a single Turkish army corps) despite a passionate protest from 
the Russians. The Russians, for their part, felt they had suf fered through 
a series of diplomatic debacles since the humiliating military defeat in 
the Russo- Japanese War—the Bosnian annexation, the Balkan wars (from 
which Russia herself had gained nothing tangible, despite the gains of 
nominal proxies like Serbia), and the Liman affair—but with no compen-
sating victories to cushion the defeats.
 Of course, diplomatic gains and losses could be a matter of interpreta-
tion. In a seeming paradox, many politicians in both Berlin and Peters-
burg felt that they had lost in the Liman affair, for example, while Russia 
and Austria- Hungary were almost equally frustrated over the muddled 
outcome of the Balkan wars. To some extent, the perception that one 
was losing ground was chronic in the classical era of great power diplo-
macy, when crises were usually evaluated in zero- sum terms. Diplomats 
ev erywhere were supremely sensitive to the slightest slip in their coun-
try’s sta tus, which might imply a victory for rival diplomats (even if these 
rivals believed themselves to have lost).
 The sense of losing ground, however, was felt more by some powers 
than by others. France and Britain both ruled over fairly stable, far- flung 
colonial empires acquired gradually over several centuries, to which the 
only real neighboring rivals (aside from each other) tended to be decaying 
imperial has- beens like Spain and Portugal, or lesser powers such as Bel-
gium. Neither Paris nor London had a real strategic interest in the Bal-
kans, scene of the most serious diplomatic crises of the past half- de cade. 
The Eastern Question—the struggle to manage the collapse of the Otto-
man Empire, which all powers expected to be imminent—was for neither 
France nor Eng land terribly urgent. London had long since wrested con-
trol of Ottoman Egypt and the Suez Canal, which together formed the 
linchpin of British global communications. In June 1914, Britain signed 
an agreement with the Porte that divided the Arabian Peninsula into Ot-
toman and British spheres of in flu ence, with the latter including the en-
tire southern coastal area between Aden and Qatar. London had little fur-
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12 l t h e  r u s s i a n  o r i g i n s  o f  t h e  f i r s t  w o r l d  w a r

ther interest in Asiatic Turkey besides the quiet economic penetration of 
Mesopotamia and southern Arabia. Some French imperialists, it is true, 
did look on Syria and Lebanon with greedy eyes, but Parisian cap ital was 
already so dominant in the Ottoman Empire that the absorption of the 
Levant into the French sphere of in flu ence seemed to be only a matter of 
time. In terms of imperial prestige and the basic state of the game, Britain 
and France were essentially “sta tus quo” powers in 1914, with their impe-
rial appetites largely sated.
 Berlin and Petersburg, by contrast, were both heavily invested in the 
Eastern Question and knee deep in the Balkans (even if, in the case of 
Germany and the Balkans, mostly at second remove via Austria- Hungary). 
Neither the Germans nor the Russians were anywhere near sat is fied in 
terms of imperial appetite, nor feeling particularly secure in their current 
positions. The ambitions of pan- Germanists—largely shared by Beth-
mann Hollweg, the General Staff, and the Wilhelmstrasse—to dominate 
“Mitteleuropa” and “Mittelafrika,” along with Asiatic Turkey, are well 
known.11 Much less well known are the goals of Russian imperialists of 
the time, but they were, in their way, just as ambitious. Since the Russo- 
Japanese War, Petersburg had made surprising gains in the Far East, with 
Japanese recognition of Russian supremacy in northern Manchuria in 
1912, China reluctantly granting autonomy to Mongolia under strong 
Russian pressure the same year, and the British consenting to Russian 
administrative oversight in Harbin in 1914. London also agreed to cede to 
Petersburg a “zone of in flu ence” north of the Hindu Kush in Afghani-
stan.12 Meanwhile, Russia’s imperial penetration of northern Persia was 
rapidly creating a fait accompli on the ground: Russian settlers and syn-
dicates had already acquired title to three- quarters of the arable land in 
“Persian Azerbaijan,” thanks to judges installed by Russian diplomats 
 already behaving as imperial pro- consuls.13 The Armenian reform cam-
paign of 1913–1914, which alarmed both the Porte and Berlin, was a 
scarcely disguised Trojan horse for the expansion of Russian in flu ence in 
Turkish Anatolia. Finally, Russian plans for seizing Constantinople and 
the Straits were well advanced and universally supported by policymak-
ers by 1914, even if the Black Sea fleet was not yet strong enough to carry 
them out.
 Just as German and Russian ambitions were roughly matched in terms 
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The Strategic Imperative in 1914 l 13

of scale, so, too, were the fears of policymakers on each side that these 
ambitions would be sundered by a coalition of hostile powers. Kaiser 
Wilhelm II, Bethmann Hollweg, and the German generals famously, and 
by no means unjustifiably, complained of “encirclement,” the sense of 
feeling ringed in by hostile powers (Eng land, France, and Russia). Less 
well known, although just as sig nifi cant, was the fear of encirclement felt 
in Petersburg. If anything, the Russians had a better case than the Ger-
mans to complain of Einkreisung: the Romanov Empire’s long and ragged 
borders butted up against no less than five powers, either actively hostile 
(Germany, Austria- Hungary, Ottoman Turkey), recently hostile (Japan), 
or certain to be hostile if she ever got her act together (China). This 
was not even to count the Raj—British India had, of course, been Rus-
sia’s principal strategic antagonist ever since the Napoleonic Wars, and, 
if Delhi instead of London were driving British policy, would have re-
mained hostile still. Even while negotiations were underway in spring 
1914 to forge a closer strategic relationship between London and Peters-
burg, flare- ups of the old antagonism continued, especially in Persia, 
where the cynical Accord of 1907 had never really been taken to heart 
among British and Russian of fi cials on the ground. As the July crisis 
deepened, French diplomats were terrified that Russia’s ongoing land 
grab in northern Persia would ruin the fragile accord between London 
and Petersburg just when Paris needed it the most.14

 It is only when we sense the fragility of Russia’s strategic position in 
1914 that we can begin to make sense of her behavior during the July cri-
sis. As Lord Durham, an unusually level- headed British ambassador to 
Petersburg, had once observed at the height of Great Game tensions, “the 
power of Russia has been greatly exaggerated. There is not one element 
of strength which is not directly counterbalanced by a corresponding . . . 
weakness.”15 Durham’s was and remained a minority opinion among Brit-
ish policymakers, who tended to overestimate Russia’s strengths both 
when they were anxious for India’s defense and when they were hoping 
to unleash her “Slavic hordes” against Germany.* The very size and ex-

* Compare Lord Durham to Sir George Buchanan, British ambassador to Russia before and 
during World War I, who advised London in April 1914 that “Russia is rapidly becoming so 
powerful that we must retain her friendship at almost any cost.”
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tent of the Romanov Empire meant that her borders were well- nigh im-
possible to defend. Russia’s seemingly inexorable imperial expansion 
into Central Asia in the 1860s and 1870s, which led Russophobes in Lon-
don to believe that some grand design was afoot targeting India, had in 
fact been propelled largely by the self- perpetuating strategic prob lem of 
border insecurity. “Every time a tribe was pacified,” as one military ana-
lyst observed, “Russia was exposed to attack from the peoples who lived 
on the other side of the frontier cordon.”16

 Russia’s more recent imperial expansion into eastern Turkey and 
northern Persia had reproduced the same strategic conundrum, as new 
enemies appeared on the frontier to replace those already incorporated 
inside the borders of the empire. The years before 1914 saw one crisis 
 after another erupt on Russia’s southern borderlands, with an ever- 
changing array of antagonists: now Kurdish depredations against Arme-
nians and other Russia- friendly Christians, now Ottoman raids across the 
frontier of “Russian Persia” in pursuit of pro- Russian Kurdish tribesmen, 
now unrest among Russia’s own Caucasian Muslims, particularly Tatars 
and Azeris believed to be receiving co vert support from the Turks. When 
Russia’s foreign minister Sazonov was asked in November 1910 by the 
British chargé d’affaires in Petersburg whether he believed the German 
chancellor’s assurances “as to Germany never having encouraged Turkey 
in her aggressive action in Persian territory, and in the direction of the 
Russian frontier,” Sazonov replied incredulously, “you do not suppose 
that I am suf fi ciently naïf to believe in them?” If, as Sazonov suspected, 
Turkey’s anti- Russian maneuvering in Persia and the Caucasus was in-
deed being encouraged and fi nanced by the German government—which 
was now insisting ominously on extending the German- dominated Bagh-
dad Railway to the Persian frontier—one can hardly blame the Russians 
for paranoia about Berlin.17

 The prob lem with railways, from the point of view of Chorister’s 
Bridge, was that they upset Russia’s traditional strategic advantage: geo-
graphical isolation. One of the key objectives of Russian diplomacy in the 
de cades before 1914 was to block strategic railway building, particularly in 
Turkish Anatolia and Persia, so as to circumvent mobilization of hostile 
forces near Russia’s borders. The Anglo- Russian Accord of 1907 had 
neutralized possible threats from Persia and Afghanistan in theory, but 
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The Strategic Imperative in 1914 l 15

Asiatic Turkey, believed to be under German in flu ence, was another mat-
ter entirely. To the chagrin of both kaiser and sultan, the Baghdad Rail-
way had been diverted southwest at great cost by way of Konya—failing 
entirely to exploit a pre- existing line running from the Asian shore of 
Constantinople to Ankara—precisely because of Russian ob jec tions to a 
line running anywhere within a country mile of the Caucasus. In 1906, 
Sazonov’s predecessor, Alexander Izvolsky, had proposed a straight- up 
bargain with Berlin: Russia would “allow” completion of the Baghdad 
line so long as the Germans promised never, ever to build railways in Per-
sia. It is true that this proposal was modi fied by Sazonov in November 
1910 to appease the Germans, with Russia agreeing that the Baghdad 
Railway might be connected to the planned Russian Tiflis- Teheran line 
(which then ran as far as Djoulfa, on the border, toward Tabriz), cross-
ing into Persia near Hanekin. In exchange the Germans promised not 
to countenance further “aggressive dispositions” by Austria in the Bal-
kans. But Sazonov’s bargain was just as cynical as Izvolsky’s: in reality 
the Baghdad line had, by 1910, not yet bridged the Taurus and Amanus 
mountains through Cilicia and Syria, let alone been extended into Meso-
potamia, where construction had not even begun. There would be plenty 
of time for the Russians to renege on this deal if the German line ever did 
get too close to Persia.18

 Still more dangerous to Petersburg was the German rail network in 
Eastern Prussia and even, potentially, her own expanding network in Rus-
sian Poland. From the destructive wars with Sweden in the seventeenth 
and eigh teenth centuries to Napoleon’s invasion of 1812, Russians had 
learned at great human and material cost how vulnerable her western bor-
ders were. The great northern European plain was the last place Russia 
liked to fight her wars, not simply because there were few natural obsta-
cles there to slow down invading armies, but because on her western bor-
der she faced European armies usually more advanced than her own. 
Building new lines in Russian Poland—or double- tracking the existing 
lines there—was certainly in the best interest of France, whose military 
planners were desperate to speed up Russia’s mobilization on the Ger-
man border. But accelerating the movement of men and war matériel 
across Poland was not necessarily in Russia’s own interest, if (as was as-
sumed in many realistic war- gaming scenarios dating back to the 1870s) 
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the German army happened to capture it. Russia’s updated Plan 19 for 
mobilization in a European war, approved by Tsar Nicholas II in 1910, ac-
tually assumed the Germans would capture almost ten provinces of Rus-
sian Poland.19 Russian anxieties about German invasion are aptly illus-
trated in the gauge break at Brest- Litovsk: to this day trains crossing into 
Russia must wait in the station for an hour or more as their carriage is 
widened to fit the wider tracks.
 Fear of what we might call the “German steamroller” colored Russian 
war planning and diplomacy to such an extent that the pacifist inclina-
tions of the last two foreign ministers before 1914, Izvolsky and Sazonov, 
were (quite mistakenly in both cases) taken on faith in Paris and London, 
where both men were regarded as “liberals.” As Sazonov later recalled 
with characteristic duplicity, “at the time when I joined the Russian Gov-
ernment [in 1910] there was no trace in St. Petersburg of the existence 
of any party which desired war.”20 As regards war with Berlin, this was 
doubtless true, as borne out in the Bosnian crisis of 1908–1909, when 
Austria’s foreign minister, Baron Alois Lexa von Aehrenthal, had embar-
rassed Izvolsky by claiming that Vienna’s unilateral annexation of Bosnia 
had the latter’s imprimatur (the Russian thought he had negotiated a se-
cret quid pro quo, with Vienna offering to support Russia’s goal of re-
vising the Berlin Treaty of 1878 to allow Russian warships free passage 
through the Straits).21 Deposed from his ministerial post in Petersburg, 
the humiliated Izvolsky would play a major—and by no means pa cific—
role in the July crisis of 1914 as Russia’s ambassador to France. (Upon 
learning that Russian mobilization had been declared, Izvolsky report-
edly exclaimed, “This is my war!”) Russian planning for a war of aggres-
sion against the Ottoman Empire was in full swing even as Izvolsky com-
plained of Germanic bullying—in part to restore Russian prestige after 
the defeat in the Russo- Japanese War. In February 1908, addressing a 
special conference of the heads of the government, Foreign Ministry, army, 
and navy, Izvolsky himself mooted the idea of invading Turkey if a crisis 
were to break out on the Balkan peninsula. To his disappointment, Petr 
Stolypin, the chairman of the Council of Ministers, declared “categori-
cally” that, due to the continuing social fallout from the 1905 revolution, 
“Russian mobilization was impossible at the present time, under any cir-
cumstances.” Nevertheless, Russian concentration proceeded apace, so 
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The Strategic Imperative in 1914 l 17

as to overcome then- Turkish superiority in the Caucasian theater. Later 
that year, Russia’s chief of the General Staff, F. F. Palitsyn, quietly “or-
dered an automatic mobilization of Russian forces in the Caucasus if 
Turkish army formations on the other side of the frontier reached a cer-
tain density.”22

 Although Stolypin continued urging the generals to be patient, Rus-
sian plans to conquer Turkey received a major fillip with the Young Turk 
“Revolution” of July 1908, which was assumed at Chorister’s Bridge—
correctly, as it turned out—to have fatally weakened the regime of Abdul 
Hamid II (the sultan was deposed the following April, in conditions ap-
proximating civil war in Constantinople, and replaced by a fig urehead, 
Mehmed Reshad V). The fall of the last true Ottoman sultan produced a 
kind of manic glee in the Russian General Staff, where war gaming for the 
occupation of Constantinople—which had largely ceased following the 
sinking of the Russian Baltic and Pacific fleets in the Russo- Japanese 
War—now resumed with a vengeance. The mood of the time was well 
captured in a General Staff memorandum of October 1910 that outlined 
plans for seizing Constantinople: first the rail and telegraph lines to Adri-
anople and Ankara would be cut by “agents from the Christian popula-
tion” (Macedonians and Bulgarians in Europe, Greeks and Armenians in 
Anatolia), whereupon Russia- friendly Christians in the city would “burn 
down all the wooden bridges spanning the Golden Horn and set fire to 
Stambul”—which predominantly Muslim district was, conveniently for 
Russian purposes, blanketed “almost without interruption with wooden 
houses” (pochti splosh’’ iz’’ derevyannyikh domov). The Christians of Pera 
would then rise, in coordination with a Russian amphibious landing. 
Once Russia’s Black Sea fleet had secured the Straits, it would herald the 
“annihilation of Turkish dominion on the Balkan peninsula.”*23

 Russia’s rulers, then, were hardly pacifists by inclination. Their pre-
ferred opponents were Persians, Turks, and Central Asian Khans and 
tribes of Turkmen—not simply because these enemies were easier to fight 

* Showing that the “annihilation of Turkish dominion” was something more than a rhetorical 
flour ish, this exact phrase occurs three separate times in this document. Variations of this 
phrase occur in nearly all Russian naval and army policy papers on amphibious operations 
targeting Constantinople.
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The Strategic Imperative in 1914 l 19

than Europeans, but because there were real, if ever prob lematic, gains to 
be had from beating them. Stolypin’s famous 1909 remark that Russia 
needed “twenty years of peace” to complete her economic moderniza-
tion in reality referred conditionally, like Sazonov’s professions of pacifist 
intentions, to the prospects of a European war on Russia’s vulnerable 
western borders. Meanwhile, Russia’s perennial skirmishing on her east-
ern and southern borders would continue, as land syndicates and pro- 
consuls continued the quiet imperial penetration of Anatolia, Persia, Af-
ghanistan, Chinese Turkestan, Mongolia, and Manchuria. The recent war 
with Japan had been an imperial setback, of course; but it had only con-
centrated Russian expansion more neatly on her southern and southwest-
ern borders.
 Expansion to the west, by contrast, had only created prob lems for Rus-
sia. Poland was the suppurating wound of Russian military planning, 
subject of hundreds of anxious analyses and endless war gaming. A glance 
at the map is enough to grasp why: the “Polish salient,” a bulge of terri-
tory 230 miles long by 200 miles wide, thrusts directly between German 
Eastern Prussia and Austrian Galicia, its flanks undefended by natural 
frontiers. In strictly military terms it made little sense for Petersburg to 
hold onto “Congress Poland” at all, as Russia’s smarter generals realized. 
V. A. Sukhomlinov, Palitsyn’s successor as chief of the General Staff (who 
had then pruned its power and taken over planning as war minister), and 
his assistant General Yuri Danilov reoriented Russia’s deployments east-
ward into the Russian heartland with the updated Plan 19 of 1910, going 
so far as to demolish Polish fortresses, tempting the Germans into a war 
of attrition à la Napoléon if they were foolish enough to invade. (An im-
por tant side bene fit was that the Caucasian army, facing Turkey, was ef-
fectively doubled in strength, from two to three army corps.)24

 Not surprisingly, the Sukhomlinov strategy sent Paris into a flat panic, 
raising the hackles of Russian Francophiles like V. N. Kokovtsev, then 
chairman of the Council of Ministers, and Grand Duke Nicholas, then 
inspector of cavalry, who teamed up to save the Franco- Russian alliance 
by vociferously repudiating Sukhomlinov’s plans and rescuing at least 
some fortresses such as Novogeorievsk and Ivangorod, which guarded 
the railway bridges over the Vistula, from his wrecking crews.25 Plan 19, 
however, endured into 1914. The famous stimulus for strategic railways 
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The Strategic Imperative in 1914 l 21

in Poland in the army’s Great Program of October 1913 was provided at 
French insistence—after all, it was French cap ital paying for it. Building 
up the Polish railway net, however, was never a Russian priority. (In fact, 
the Russians refused to build any railways at all west of the Niemen, fear-
ing they would fall into German hands.)26 Had Sukhomlinov had his way, 
ev ery last one of Poland’s fortresses would have been razed to the ground, 
with money wasted on their 5,000 heavy fortress guns spent instead on 
mobile artillery in the field.27

 Poland’s strategic importance for Russia was, in reality, more symbol-
ism than substance. Since the 1870s, Pan- Slavist pro pa ganda had created 
monstrous new pseudo- obligations for Russian foreign policy. Even mod-
erate “national liberals” like Sazonov worried that increasing German 
or Austrian in flu ence over Russian Poles would call into question the loy-
alties of Slavic protégés like the Serbs and Bulgarians, not to mention 
subject- Slavs such as Ukrainians. Taking the precepts of national liberal-
ism still further, “neo- Slavists,” like Grigorii Trubetskoi, head of the For-
eign Ministry’s Near Eastern department, wanted Russia to offer auton-
omy to Poland out of Slavic solidarity. If Congress Poland ever fell under 
Germanic in flu ence, the thinking went, then Russia could kiss her in flu-
ence in the Balkans goodbye. Any setback to the Bulgarians or Serbs 
might loosen the bonds holding Poland in Petersburg’s orbit. Conversely, 
Russian gains in the Balkans (or Turkey) would excite expectations 
among Slavic minorities in Austria- Hungary—Czechs, Croats, Poles, 
Serbs, and “Ruthenes,” that is, “Little Russian” Habsburg subjects, as 
the Russians called them (or “Ukrainians,” as most would later call them-
selves).28 Ideally, in neo- Slavist thinking, Russian foreign policy should 
aim for the “deliverance of the Slavic peoples from their shackles: Turk-
ish, Hungarian, and German” and the “ union of these peoples in a pow-
erful Slavic federation.”29 Or as Grigorii’s like- minded brother E. N. 
 Trubetskoi memorably put it, “The Road to Constantinople runs through 
Warsaw.”30

 It may have sounded like a fantasy, but Russian imperialists were dead 
serious about dismembering Turkey—and, in the wake of the apparent 
ineptitude of the Ballplatz during the Balkan wars of 1912–1913, Austria- 
Hungary too. As the French chargé d’affaires in Petersburg observed in 
March 1914, “little by little the scales fell from the eyes of Russian policy-
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makers [during the Balkan wars]  . . the lamentable performance of Aus-
tria laid bare that Vienna was powerless and that the only real power in 
the Triple Alliance lay in Berlin.”31 Tsar Nicholas II himself told the Brit-
ish ambassador in April 1913 that “the disintegration of the Austrian Em-
pire was merely a question of time.”32 As Sazonov recalled of the atmo-
sphere in the cap ital after the Balkan wars, “in society circles . . . in close 
touch with . . . Court and military centres, there was a rooted conviction 
that a favourable moment was approaching for settling with Austria- 
Hungary.”33 By April 1914, Novoe Vremya, Petersburg’s most in flu en tial 
news paper,* was openly advocating the dismemberment of the Habs-
burg Empire, which had come to seem just as inevitable as the collapse of 
Ottoman Turkey.34 Making a war of conquest against Austria still more 
enticing was the fact that a high- ranking traitor, Colonel Alfred Redl, 
had sold the Russians a genuine copy of the Austrian mobilization plan 
against Russia in 1913.35 Austrian Galicia was as tempting to Russian gen-
erals as the Polish salient was to the Germans: by seizing it, the Russian 
army would no  longer have to worry about its exposed Polish flank, and 
then maybe all those fortresses could do some good after all.
 That Russian lust for Austrian Galicia, circa 1914, was not mere jour-
nalistic gossip is con firmed by Maurice Paléologue, the recently ap-
pointed French ambassador to Russia. In early May 1914, Paléologue felt 
compelled to report to Paris a conversation with “an in flu en tial member 
of the Council of Ministers” (probably A. V. Krivoshein, the minister of 
agriculture) in which Paléologue had asked the Russian minister what 
might transpire if Franz Josef I, the long- serving Habsburg emperor, were 
ever to step down due to old age. Before he could even fin ish asking his 
question, Paléologue recalled, “[Krivoshein] interrupted me: ‘First of all, 
we would be obliged to annex Galicia. Our minister of war, General Suk-
homlinov, explained to me just the other day that the possession of Gali-
cia is indispensable to the security of our frontier. And besides, it is basi-
cally Russian territory” (et puis, c’est un pays foncièrement russe).36

 There were two “Eastern Questions,” then, which competed for the 
attention of Russia’s strategists in 1914. It would be wrong, however, to 

* On its board sat not only Peter Bark, the fi nance minister, but also Alexander Guchkov, who 
headed the Octobrist Party in the Duma.
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The Strategic Imperative in 1914 l 23

mistake the greed with which Sazonov and the generals viewed the im-
pending collapse of the Ottoman and Habsburg empires for anything like 
con fi dence that Russia would be the real beneficiary. Russian statesmen 
had been haunted for de cades by the disastrous outcome of the Crimean 
War, when Tsar Nicholas I’s nominal Austrian ally had betrayed him by 
ordering his troops to evacuate Romania while his armies were in battle 
against Britain, France, Sardinia, and the Ottoman Empire—just six years 
after Russian troops had helped Vienna suppress a Hungarian nationalist 
uprising. This “fear of the Crimean coalition” was replaced, after 1878, 
with dread of the even more bewildering “Congress of Berlin syndrome,” 
wherein, despite Russia having for once fought a war against Turkey in 
which no enemy coalition had coalesced, diplomatic defeat had neverthe-
less been snatched from the jaws of victory on the battlefield. In the 1910 
General Staff memorandum cited above, the author vows not to “repeat 
the cardinal mistake of 1877–1878”: by invading Turkey overland through 
the Balkans (rather than by sending a rapid amphibious landing force di-
rectly to Constantinople), Russia had given the powers too much time to 
assemble the vaguely hostile coalition that led to the Congress of Berlin. 
In any future war, the Russians would have to strike much more quickly.37

 The First Balkan War provided a critical dry run for Russia’s military 
planners. It is worth examining the crisis in some detail, for in nearly ev-
ery im por tant particular it prefig ured Russia’s options in the July crisis 
of 1914. Capitalizing on the dispersal of Ottoman forces resulting from 
the ongoing war with Italy, Montenegro declared war on Turkey on 8 
 October 1912, followed nine days later by Serbia, Bulgaria, and Greece. 
Pressed to the limit, the Porte was forced to sign an armistice with Italy on 
15 October 1912, which might have enabled reinforcements to be routed 
to Ottoman Europe but for the stunning rapidity of the coalition advance. 
On 22/23 October, the Bulgarians broke through at Kırk Kilise, opening 
up a path across Thrace to the final Ottoman defensive lines at Çatalca, 
just thirty- seven miles from Constantinople. On 24 October, the Serbs 
routed the Turks in Macedonia. On 8 November, the Greeks entered 
 Salonica, reducing Ottoman- controlled Europe in effect to the Gallipoli 
peninsula, the cap ital itself, and several fortress strongholds, such as Adri-
anople (Edirne), which were now surrounded by the enemy.
 As the Balkan crisis deepened in November 1912, the threat of a gen-
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eral European war began to loom. Austro- Hungarian troops in Bosnia- 
Herzegovina and Dalmatia were placed “on a war footing,” while Austria 
was also reinforcing its Galician garrisons facing Russia at Cracow, Prze-
mysl, and Lemberg (Lviv or Lvov). Many expected the Germans to react 
more strongly than this, with their ostensible client state, Turkey, threat-
ened with oblivion. (It had not escaped anyone’s notice that the French- 
manufactured Creusot rifles and guns deployed by the Serbs and Bulgar-
ians had apparently outperformed the Turks’ weapons, made by Krupp 
and Skoda.) And yet Kaiser Wilhelm II, for all his famous Turcophilia, 
had soured somewhat on the Ottomans since his friend, Sultan Abdul 
Hamid II, had been deposed in 1909; he declared the Germans’ policy as 
a relaxed one of “free fight and no favor,” that is, that they would simply 
let the battles run their course. Without the requisite backing from Berlin, 
Vienna famously sat out the Balkan wars, even after the armies of her 
archenemy, Serbia, reached the Adriatic coastline on 15 November 1912, 
threatening what was by any reckoning a serious national interest, Aus-
trian control of the Adriatic Sea. It was her passivity at this crucial stage of 
the First Balkan War, more than anything else, that convinced so many 
policymakers in Petersburg of Austria’s strategic impotence.
 The contrast with Russian behavior during the First Balkan War could 
not be more striking. The coalition advance in Ottoman Europe was os-
tensibly a triumph for Chorister’s Bridge. Russia’s notorious minister to 
Belgrade, Nikolai Hartwig, was widely believed to be the mastermind of 
the predatory Balkan coalition. And yet, so far from following the kaiser’s 
policy of “free fight and no favor” even as his Ottoman clients were being 
routed, Russia’s leaders had improbably reacted with near hysteria as 
Hartwig’s Russophile coalition was routing the Turks. Having already 
sanctioned a dangerous “trial mobilization” in Poland as the war first 
broke in October, on 22 November 1912 Russia’s war minister, Sukhom-
linov, prepared orders for a full- on yet “partial” mobilization of the mili-
tary districts of Warsaw (that is, Russian Poland, targeting Austrian Gali-
cia), Kiev (Russian Ukraine, targeting same), and, intriguingly, Odessa 
(from which an amphibious operation in Constantinople might be 
launched). The idea, almost identical to the one that would be mooted in 
July 1914, was for Russia to appear to mobilize “against Austria alone,” so 
as not to alarm the Germans. On 23 November 1912, after “asking Suk-
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homlinov to wait another day,” Tsar Nicholas II convened an emergency 
meeting of his se nior ministers, including Army Chief of Staff General 
Yakov Zhilinskii, Sazonov, Krivoshein, and Kokovtsev, the chairman of 
the Council of Ministers, to discuss the war minister’s “partial mobiliza-
tion” plan. After Kokovtsev, the conservative chairman, explained that 
such a mobilization would inexorably lead to general Austrian mobiliza-
tion, to be followed by German mobilization and thus a European war, 
the Crown Council vetoed Sukhomlinov’s plan, thus averting what might 
have been the Great War—of 1912.38

 Why was it Russia, and not Austria or (as Fi scher suggested) Ger-
many,39 that nearly plunged Europe into war in November- December 
1912, at a time when her Balkan clients were sweeping all before them? 
Despite appearances, the advance of the Balkan armies into the Thracian 
plain was, in fact, more dangerous to Russian interests than to those of 
any other power. For an ambitious king- conqueror, like the self- styled 
“Tsar” Ferdinand of Bulgaria, to inherit the mantle of Byzantium was the 
last thing Russian statesmen wanted. (Ferdinand in fact kept a full By-
zantine emperor’s regalia in his closet, made to order by a theatrical 
 costumer, for just such an occasion.) Russia had sent troops—at Turkish 
invitation—to protect Constantinople from the forces of Khedive Mu-
hammad Ali as Egypt swept across Anatolia in 1833, and, with Bulgarian 
troops nearing the city from the European side now, she threatened to do 
so again. Even as Sukhomlinov was getting the army ready for action, on 
26 October 1912 Russia’s naval minister, Ivan K. Grigorevich—with the 
apposite patronymic of Konstantinovich—wired Tsar Nicholas II with a 
request to place the Black Sea fleet under the command of M. N. Girs, 
Russia’s ambassador to the Porte, so that he might summon it at a mo-
ment’s notice to Constantinople. The tsar agreed.40 The danger was not 
simply that the Bulgarians threatened to conquer “Tsargrad” without 
Russian help, but that the approach of any enemy army to the gates of the 
cap ital posed a risk to the Christian population of the cap ital. Sazonov 
had already received requests for Russian protection from the Greek Or-
thodox patriarch, along with various western governments, including the 
United States, Belgium, and Sweden, who feared for the safety of their 
ambassadorial staff. In this sense, the Bulgarian advance, dangerous 
though it was, also provided Russia with an opportunity—a pretext by 
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which Russia might seize the Straits by force. As Sazonov explained in a 
long memorandum to Kokovtsev, Sukhomlinov, and Grigorevich on 12 
November 1912, conquering Constantinople would give Russia a “global 
position which is the natural crown of her efforts and sac ri fices over two 
centuries of our his tory.” Such a crowning strategic triumph, Russia’s for-
eign minister continued in the most grandiose vein of national liberal-
ism, might also “bring healing to our internal life, [and] would give the 
government and society those achievements and that enthusiasm which 
could unite them in the ser vice of a matter of indisputable pan- national 
importance.”41

 Sazonov’s vision of a dramatic storming of Constantinople, seductive 
though it was to pan- Slavists and national liberals, was still premature in 
1912. Sufficient naval carrying capacity was lacking. Then, too, even if 
enough ships could be found, the army chiefs, Sukhomlinov and Danilov, 
had made clear their opposition to any major diversion of troops from the 
European front, such as would be necessary to mount a proper amphibi-
ous strike. It was not that either man was against conquering Constanti-
nople. Rather, they had a different idea as to how to go about it. As Da-
nilov put it in what we might call the military version of national liberal 
neo- Slavism, “The shortest and safest operational route to Constantino-
ple runs through Vienna . . . and Berlin.”42

 Nevertheless, Sazonov had laid down an im por tant marker in Russian 
Straits policy. Having first seriously though unsuccessfully broached the 
idea of an amphibious landing in November 1912, and then once more 
(again unsuccessfully) after the Ottoman garrison at Adrianople fell on 27 
March 1913, Sazonov would admonish the ser vice chiefs repeatedly over 
the coming months that Russia’s Black Sea fleet must be made ready to 
intervene decisively at the Straits at a moment’s notice—if need be, deny-
ing them to Bulgaria.43

 For all the hype about pan- Slavic solidarity created by nationalistic 
Russian news papers, the Straits/Bulgaria issue shows it to be largely hol-
low. Sazonov was arguably the leading exponent of national liberalism 
and its pan- Slavic themes in the Russian government, and yet when push 
came to shove, he was willing to throw fellow Balkan “Slavs” overboard if 
Russia’s national interests were threatened. Bulgaria was a Slavic client 
state literally created by the force of Russian arms in 1878. Bulgarian staff 
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of fi cers had, as recently as the summer of 1912, conducted joint planning 
exercises with the Russian General Staff for invading Turkey.44 During 
the Second Balkan War, launched in June 1913, Bulgaria was rapidly over-
whelmed by Greece, Romania, Serbia, and Turkey—in what appeared to 
all Europe as a rebuke to Russian prestige and pan- Slavism. And yet Bul-
garia’s comeuppance in the Second Balkan War was regarded with seem-
ing indifference at Chorister’s Bridge, whereas the Bulgarian threat to 
the Straits in the First Balkan War had produced a veritable war scare in 
Petersburg. With hardly a touch of regret, after the imposition of the dra-
conian Treaty of Bucharest in August 1913, Sazonov assumed Bulgaria 
matter- of- factly to be a hostile power, due both to Sofia’s revanchist de-
signs on territory lost in this treaty to Greece, Romania, and Serbia; and, 
more sig nifi cant, her evident desire to conquer Constantinople without 
Russian help.45

 Even Serbia itself, Russia’s ostensible casus belli in July 1914, was of 
purely symbolic interest to Russian foreign policy properly understood. 
Of course, Russia had no wish to see “heroic little Serbia” carved up by 
hostile neighbors such as Austria- Hungary or Bulgaria, but neither did 
she wish to see Serbia herself aggrandized. During the first Bosnian cri-
sis, in 1908, Serbia had demanded territorial compensation in exchange 
for recognizing Austria’s annexation of Bosnia- Herzegovina: Izvolsky re-
fused to back Belgrade.46 Had Russia truly wished to “fight for Serbia,” 
the time would have been in October 1913, in the aftermath of the Second 
Balkan War, when the Austrians at last showed enough spine to demand 
that the Serbian army withdraw from Albania, in effect to deny Serbia ac-
cess to the Adriatic. Instead, Sazonov quietly went along with this Aus-
trian démarche because Russia had no interest in seeing Serbia so aggran-
dized. Denying Belgrade its coveted port access to the Adriatic in fact 
became one of Sazonov’s principal foreign policy goals following the Sec-
ond Balkan War, to the extent that he quietly intrigued to restore Albania 
to Ottoman control so as to weaken Serbia.47 Not the least (apparent) 
irony of the July crisis of 1914 is that Petersburg plunged into war on behalf 
of the very country her diplomats had been lobbying against for months.
 To assume that Russia really went to war on behalf of Serbia in 1914 is 
naïve. Great powers do not usually mobilize armies of millions to protect 
the territorial integrity of minor client states. To take an obvious example 
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from recent his tory, it beggars the strategic imagination to believe that the 
United States–led coalition truly fought the First Gulf War to reconstitute 
the internationally recognized boundaries of Kuwait. The “New World 
Order” of universally sanctified borders was a useful rhetorical fig leaf to 
cover up the sordid- but- necessary business of restoring order and pre-
dictability to Persian Gulf oil supplies and deterring further aggression 
that might disrupt them.
 Likewise, Russia’s real interests in July 1914 could not possibly have 
been as ethereal as her public posturing about “Slavic honor and the 
Serbs.” An extensive survey of Russia’s diplomatic correspondence in the 
months before the Sarajevo incident does not reveal undue concern with 
any sort of Serbian prob lem, nor, indeed, is concern voiced in the months 
after July. (Revealingly, one of Sazonov’s first diplomatic moves following 
the outbreak of the world war was to pressure Serbia to cede Macedonian 
territory to Bulgaria.)48 What it does reveal is a widespread obsession, bor-
dering on panic, with the Straits question. Following the Ital ian and the 
two Balkan wars, it was now universally assumed that Turkey would not 
last for long in the face of the belligerent hostility of its neighbors. The 
question was, which power would swallow which pieces of the carcass as 
the Ottoman Sick Man was carved up? And for Petersburg, the question 
was starker still: who would now control Constantinople and the Straits?
 Because of the centuries- old Russian interest in “Tsargrad” as the 
“Second Rome” of Orthodox Christian dreams, the Straits obsession of 
Russian policymakers like Sazonov in the early twentieth century has 
sometimes been mistakenly assumed to be romantic. In fact, Russia’s de-
signs on the Straits, unlike her shadowy pan- Slavic pretensions in the 
Balkans, were a matter of cold, hard national interest. Not for nothing had 
Izvolsky nearly plunged Petersburg into war in the first Bosnian crisis af-
ter Vienna reneged on Aehrenthal’s promise to support Russia’s desired 
right of passage into the Mediterranean for its warships (while failing to 
offer even nominal backing for Serbia’s demand for territorial compensa-
tion).49 In economic terms, the importance of the Straits for Russia was 
stark and true. Although calculations differed on the exact fig ure, some-
thing approaching half of Russia’s burgeoning export trade was, by 1914, 
routed via the Black Sea, Bosphorus, and Dardanelles to world markets.50 
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When, in summer 1912, the Porte had briefly closed the Straits to ship-
ping during the Ital ian- Turkish War, Russia’s vulnerability had been 
painfully exposed: the volume of Black Sea exports dropped by one- third 
for the calendar year 1912, and revenue likewise dipped 30 percent, from 
77 million pounds sterling (or nearly 800 million rubles) to 57 million 
(less than 600 million rubles). Heavy industry in the Ukraine, de pen-
dent on supplies imported directly through the Straits via the Black Sea, 
had nearly ground to a halt. Although the Straits remained open for com-
merce during the two Balkan wars, the general disruption to trade was al-
ready so damaging that Russia’s export revenue in 1913 was still 20 per-
cent lower than in 1911.51 Because this revenue paid for the imports of 
manufactured components on which Russian industry increasingly de-
pended, not least in the Ukraine and south Russia, the evaporation of the 
Black Sea export trade had devastated Russia’s recently favorable trade 
balance, with a surplus of some 430 million rubles in 1910 plummeting to 
200 million in 1913. At this pace, Russia’s balance- of- payments surplus 
threatened to erode within a year or two, which would undermine her in-
dustrialization drive and, with it, her goal of remaining a great power.52

 To understand the overriding importance of the Straits question for 
Petersburg, however, we must go beyond numbers. Russia’s principal 
Black Sea export was grain. Over 20 million tons was shipped in both 
1911 and 1912, of which nearly 90 percent was exported through the Bos-
phorus to world markets: the health of her entire agricultural economy 
now depended on unfettered Straits access. Stimulating grain produc-
tion was, moreover, the key to Stolypin’s social reforms, which envisioned 
the creation of a stable class of successful peasant producers who would 
serve as a bulwark against anarchic social revolution. Ever since 1907 (and 
particularly following Stolypin’s death in 1911) these reforms had been 
overseen by Stolypin’s star protégé, Agriculture Minister Krivoshein. 
 Krivoshein was universally believed to be the most powerful policymaker 
in Petersburg in 1914. In February he maneuvered his own creature, the 
elderly fig urehead I. L. Goremykin, into power as chairman of the coun-
cil, over the more pacifistic Kokovtsev, who had become a punching- bag 
for Russian nationalists because of his passivity during the Balkan wars. 
Krivoshein was a notorious Germanophobe: the French loved him. His 
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overriding priority was protecting Stolypin’s land reforms, both by pro-
tecting the domestic grain market against German competition and by 
ensuring unrestricted access to the Straits for exports.53

 In view of Russia’s increasing export- economy vulnerability and bur-
geoning Germanophobia in the Council of Ministers, it is not hard to see 
why rumors about the imminent appointment of Liman von Sanders (and 
forty- odd other German of fi cers) to command the Ottoman Straits de-
fenses in November 1913 struck Petersburg like a thunderclap. Already on 
high alert lest the ungrateful Bulgarians usurp Turkish authority in Con-
stantinople, Russia was now faced with the frightening prospect that her 
most powerful enemy would soon possess a chokehold at the Straits over 
her export economy, on which depended ev ery thing else. In discussions 
of the Liman affair, Sazonov’s famously belligerent reaction to the news 
is sometimes dismissed as exaggerated because of his personal anger at 
having been duped (he had recently passed through Berlin, and Beth-
mann Hollweg had not told him of Liman’s upcoming appointment).54 In 
fact Sazonov was legitimately terrified in November 1913, and not sim-
ply because a German of fi cer was being sent to strengthen—and possibly 
take over—Ottoman Straits defenses. In a series of dispatches from the 
Porte that month, Ambassador Girs informed Sazonov ominously that 
the Turks were arming themselves to the teeth to avenge recent battlefield 
losses. The new government, dominated by members of the Committee 
of  Union and Progress (CUP), had just signed a new deal with Krupp for 
guns which, presumably, would be mounted onshore at the Bosphorus 
and Dardanelles. The Ital ians, despite the recent hostilities, were now 
selling guns and even three small warships to Turkey.55 Most worrying of 
all were the two state- of- the- art dreadnought- class battleships being built 
for Turkey in British shipyards, the launching of even one of which, the 
Naval Staff had pointedly warned Sazonov as early as 1912, would im-
mediately make obsolete Russia’s entire Black Sea fleet.56 These dread-
noughts were expected to arrive in Constantinople, Girs informed Sa-
zonov in an urgent 27 November 1913 dispatch, by March or April 1914. 
All this, coupled with the prospect of an experienced German of fi cer di-
recting the shore defenses of the Bosphorus, meant that Russia’s window 
for seizing the Straits might soon close forever. “In the event of a crisis, 
which must sooner or later transpire in Turkey,” Girs warned Sazonov, 
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“the [improved] Turkish fleet will be able to strike a decisive blow against 
us. This blow will not only be devastating to our Black Sea fleet, but to 
our entire position in the Near East, the unassailable right to which we 
have acquired through centuries of im mea sur able sac ri fices and the shed-
ding of Russian blood” (bezspornyiya prava na kotoroe priobreli vekovy-
imi niezmerimyimi zhortvami i prolitoi za nikh’ russkoi krov’yu).57

 The timing of the Liman appointment alone was enough to produce 
panic in Petersburg. Just in the preceding eigh teen months, Russia had 
seen Turkey close the Straits to her shipping during the Ital ian war; two 
Bulgarian offensives which, over Russian ob jec tions, had reached the 
shore of the Sea of Marmara, within sight of Constantinople; a major 
Turkish naval import drive, funded by (the Russians assumed) Berlin; 
and now a German mission to modernize the Ottoman army, including 
the Bosphorus shore defenses. It is little wonder that Sazonov took fright, 
warning the tsar on 6 December 1913, in a memorandum clearly in flu-
enced by the dire tone of Girs’s recent dispatches, that “the state which 
possesses the Straits will hold in its hands not only the key of the Black 
Sea and Mediterranean, but also that of penetration into Asia Minor and 
the sure means of hegemony in the Balkans.”58 It was with these colossal 
stakes in mind that Sazonov, in a historic 6 January 1914 memorandum to 
Tsar Nicholas II, for the first time mooted the idea of provoking a Euro-
pean war over the Straits question, which would lead to the sharing out of 
Turkey among the powers of the Triple Entente: “If our War Minister and 
our Navy Minister believe it possible to risk complications, in the case, of 
course, in which France should decide to support us with all her forces 
and Eng land lent us adequate assistance, we can now today engage on a 
con fi den tial exchange of views on this question [the occupation and pos-
sible partition of the Ottoman Empire] with these two Powers.” The idea 
was for Britain to land troops at Smyrna (Izmir), France at Beirut, and the 
Russians at Trabzon, ostensibly to pressure the Porte into expelling the 
Liman mission, but in reality as a prelude to partition. As the of fi cial Rus-
sian draft aide- mémoire phrased it ominously, “we would remain there 
until the fulfillment of our demands.”59

 At a historic meeting of the Russian Council of Ministers held one 
week later, Sazonov, War Minister Sukhomlinov, Naval Minister Grigore-
vich, Army Chief of Staff Zhilinskii, and Chairman Kokovtsev openly 
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 discussed the possibility of provoking a European conflagration over the 
Liman affair. Of the principals only the by now notoriously pacifistic 
Kokovtsev—who, sig nifi cantly, would be ousted in February—spoke en-
ergetically against the prospect of a European war, which he thought 
would be “the greatest misfortune that could befall Russia.” When Kok-
ovtsev asked the generals, “Is the war with Germany desirable and can 
Russia wage it?” Sukhomlinov and Zhilinskii replied “categorically” that 
“Russia was perfectly prepared for a duel with Germany, not to speak of 
one with Austria.” The crucial point to Sukhomlinov was that although 
“perfectly prepared” to wage war, Russia in reality would not have to fight 
alone: “it would more probably be a matter of settling accounts with the 
Triple Entente.” Backing up the war minister, Sazonov informed ev ery-
one that France’s foreign minister, Théophile Delcassé, had assured him 
that “France will go as far as Russia wishes.” Unlike in the Crimean War, 
when Russia had faced a hostile coalition encompassing nearly all of the 
other great powers, France and Eng land, her principal opponents then, 
would this time be on her side—unless, that is, London finked out in the 
crunch, which would ruin ev ery thing. Sazonov himself considered Brit-
ish intervention a certainty “in the case of any setbacks in the military 
operations of Russia and France,” but Kokovtsev was not willing to risk 
sparking a European conflagration in the absence of guarantees. In the 
end, the Council of Ministers resolved to continue negotiating with Ber-
lin about Liman’s appointment, resorting to war only if “the active par tic-
i pa tion of both France and Eng land in joint mea sures were . . . assured.”60

 Sazonov and the Russians, to be sure, ultimately backed down in the 
Liman affair, consenting to an awkward compromise on 16 January 1914 
that saw the German promoted to inspector- general of the Ottoman First 
Army (rendering him overquali fied to command a single corps, such as 
the one responsible for Straits defenses). But to conclude from this that 
Russia had buckled again in the face of German pressure, as some in Ber-
lin and Vienna unfortunately surmised, was to misread the situation en-
tirely. The weeks following the Liman compromise saw not only the fall of 
Kokovtsev, whom many nationalists blamed for backing down in the Li-
man affair, but also the famous “press war” between Russia and Germany, 
with nationalist news papers in Berlin and Petersburg all but urging their 
leaders to take the plunge into war.61 Not least, there was a historic joint 
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army- navy planning meeting that February in Petersburg, chaired by For-
eign Minister Sazonov and attended by Girs, the ambassador to Constan-
tinople, that aimed to make Russia’s Black Sea naval and amphibious 
forces strong enough to seize Constantinople on their own—ungrateful 
Bulgarians, German- Ottoman inspector- generals, British dreadnoughts, 
and all.
 The basic upshot of the 8/21 February 1914 “special conference” in 
Petersburg—the appropriation of 102 million rubles by the Duma in 
March to accelerate the development of Russia’s Black Sea fleet, pursuant 
to seizing the Straits in the coming years—was never really secret.62 Sa-
zonov even discusses the meeting in his memoirs, admitting openly that 
the principals agreed that “they considered an offensive against Constan-
tinople inevitable, should European war break out.” The prob lem which 
(Sazonov claims) emerged in the course of the discussion among the mili-
tary and naval staffs was that “we did not possess the means to take swift 
and decisive action, and that years would elapse before we were in a posi-
tion to execute the plans we had in view.” This revelation left Sazonov 
feeling “greatly depressed.” And so, far from constituting (as in the post-
war German critique) any sort of “plot against the integrity of the Otto-
man Empire and a threat to European peace,” the Russian plans hatched 
in February 1914, Sazonov concludes, were “wholly defensive” and of a 
“peaceful character.”63

 In the admittedly competitive field of disingenuous and misleading 
First World War memoirs, this crucial passage in Sazonov’s Fateful Years 
must rank near the top of the list. By claiming that the February 1914 con-
ference was a one- off, Sazonov cle verly implies that Russian plans to seize 
the Straits were hatched only in response to German provocation, in the 
form of the Liman mission. “The formidable symptoms of Turkey’s ap-
proaching disintegration,” he writes, “which Germany had foreseen, and 
was ready to take advantage of—obliged Russia to consider the mea sures 
to which she might at any time have to resort to in defence of her own 
safety.”64 In fact, as Sazonov himself had informed Tsar Nicholas II in a 
secret telegram only two months previously, serious Russian operational 
planning to seize Constantinople by force dated back to 1895–1896, when 
they had been kicked off in hopeful response to the first major wave of 
Armenian uprisings and subsequent massacres.65 Alas, Sazonov informed 
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the tsar, Russia’s amphibious carrying capacity, in the form of warships 
and merchant marine vessels, was not then suf fi cient.66 Eighteen years 
later, it was still not quite suf fi cient, but not for lack of trying. The Febru-
ary 1914 conference may have been the first one Sazonov attended in per-
son, but for Naval and General Staff of fi cers, joint Straits- seizure plan-
ning conferences were a dime a dozen. Just six months previously, the 
Naval Staff had promised the army that the Black Sea fleet could provide 
enough transport ships to ferry 127,500 soldiers (including 3,500 of fi-
cers), 44,000 horses, 288 guns, and 11,200 horse- drawn wagons from 
Odessa to Constantinople. To accomplish this feat, they would add to the 
existing fleet by quickly commandeering 115 civilian ships from Russia’s 
Merchant Marine. All Black Sea port of fi cials were already under naval 
command. True, it would take sixty days for all the men and war matériel 
to reach the Ottoman cap ital, but the first “echelon,” comprising a bit 
more than a single army corps (30,000 to 50,000 men), including a full 
division’s artillery component, could put ashore by Day 15, weather con-
ditions permitting.67 By February 1914, “zero hour”—the day on which 
the first Russian amphibious landing forces would put ashore at the Bos-
phorus—had been accelerated to M + 10.68 The plan to seize Constanti-
nople and the Straits, perhaps the single greatest operational priority of 
the Russian Naval Staff (although not also the Army Staff ) in the last de-
cade before the First World War, was self- evidently not a “defensive” op-
eration, contrary to Sazonov’s protestation in his memoirs.69

 As for Sazonov’s contention that Russian intentions in February 1914 
were “peaceful” because she was not yet ready to wage war, this is an even 
greater howler. Russia’s naval minister, Grigorevich, had personally as-
sured Sazonov on 2 January 1914, at the height of the war scare over 
 Liman, just four days before the foreign minister first mooted the idea of 
going to war in his own memorandum to the tsar, that “the fleet is ready 
for wartime operations.”70 The conference held the following month, 
moreover, was a war planning session. The issue addressed by Russia’s 
top diplomats, generals, and naval admirals on 8/21 February 191471—a 
meeting convened by order of His Majesty Nicholas II, under the chair-
manship of Sazonov himself—was, according to the original transcript, 
“the possibility of the Straits question being opened, even quite possibly 
in the near future” (byit’ mozhet’ dazhe v blizkom budushchem). Ideally, the 
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Straits “question” could be answered without a general European war, 
but no one in the room was in any doubt that the question would soon be 
answered, and by war. The one given in all scenarios was this: among 
Russia’s “enemies” would be found, “first and foremost, the Turks” (Tak-
ovyim prezhde vsego yavit’sya turki). For this reason the cardinal priority 
of the Naval and Army Staffs was the acceleration of the mobilization 
timetable against Turkey: the expansion of amphibious forces available 
on the Black Sea littoral, up to at least three full army corps; in ten si fied 
artillery training in the Odessa district; the acceleration of the landing of 
the first amphibious “echelon” from M + 10 to M + 5; the building or 
sudden importation of dreadnoughts into the Black Sea fleet; and the ex-
tension of Caucasian rail lines up to Oltu on the Turkish border, via Kars 
and Sarıkamış. Far from betting that “years would elapse” before a crisis 
would “force” Russia to seize Constantinople, Sazonov and the ser vice 
chiefs were preparing for a war with Turkey right now.72

 There are several im por tant observations to be made here. The first is 
that, at the last planning conference of Imperial Russia’s leading civilian 
and military of fi cials before the July crisis, there was no mention of Serbia 
and only passing reference to the mobilization timetable against Germany 
and Austria- Hungary. The strategic issue of the day was clear and unam-
biguous: Constantinople and the Straits. The second point is that, de-
spite all the hue and cry about Russia’s Army Great Program of October 
1913, and the (soon to be announced) Naval Program of March 1914—nei-
ther of which would be completed before 1917 at the earliest—Russia’s 
leaders were under no illusion that they would be able to wait that long 
before going to war. True, none of Russia’s three Black Sea dreadnoughts-
 under- construction, the Empress Catherine II, Emperor Alexander III, 
and Empress Maria, would be ready for several years. But apart from re-
stating the obvious need to fin ish building these modern warships in the 
Black Sea (and the commissioning of a fourth, the Emperor Nicholas I, 
along with two light cruisers), five of the six points resolved at the Febru-
ary conference concerned immediate, short- term mobilization mea sures. 
And all six points related to the Ottoman Empire.73

 Why the sense of urgency? Contrary to Sazonov’s cle ver insinuation 
about German provocation, the real impetus behind the February 1914 
conference came from Turkey. For years Russia’s staff of fi cers had ob-
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served Ottoman naval developments with foreboding. The British Naval 
Mission to Turkey, inaugurated in 1908 and headed by the formidable 
Admiral Arthur Limpus, was just as offensive to Russian sensibilities as 
Liman’s German Army Mission, and arguably a good deal more danger-
ous. As early as 1911, Russia’s naval attaché was reporting that “skeleton 
crews” were being trained by En glish instructors to man British dread-
noughts as soon as they arrived in the Sea of Marmara. One Ottoman 
navy training manual, translated into Russian and sent to the Foreign 
Ministry, displayed a worrying level of sophistication, encouraging Turk-
ish petty of fi cers to hone their physical sang- froid by playing competitive 
team sports (the Turks had apparently taken to heart Wellington’s line 
about Waterloo being won “on the playing fields of Eton”) and requiring 
that they all learn En glish and spend at least two to three years in Eng-
land.*74 This sort of thing might not have mattered a great deal, except for 
two key facts. First, by January 1914 Turkey had no less than five imported 
dreadnoughts on order. Three of these five were being built in Eng land: 
the Reshad V and the Rio de Janeiro, originally contracted to Brazil, the 
latter soon to be renamed the Sultan Osman I; and the Almirant- Latorre, 
originally contracted to Chile. Two more were under construction in the 
United States (the Rivadia and the Moreno, first contracted to Argentina), 
and Turkey was rumored to have another one in the hopper on top of 
these. Second, by the terms of the Berlin Treaty of 1878, as Izvolsky had 
reminded Aehrenthal during their ill- fated diplomatic dalliance in 1908, 
Russia was not allowed to send warships through the Straits, even in 
peacetime, which meant she could not import dreadnoughts into the 
Black Sea. And the earliest possible launch of the first Russian- built Black 
Sea dreadnought, the Empress Maria, was the end of 1915 (a wildly op-
timistic scenario). By this time, Grigorevich warned Sazonov in a top- 
secret memorandum on 17 January 1914, Turkey would have launched “at 
least three, if not four ships of the line of the dreadnought class.” More-
over, because the Turks’ three state- of- the- art British ships all mounted 
thirteen- and- a- half inch guns—the Sultan Osman I would mount more 
guns than any ship ever afloat—they would greatly outclass the Russian 

* Turkish naval of fi cers would also now all learn to swim. That this needed to be stipulated 
says a great deal about the historic limitations of the Ottoman navy.
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ships’ twelve- inch guns, which also lacked a “superfiring imposition,” 
meaning the Turkish dreadnoughts could fire larger shells not only far-
ther but faster. Here, Grigorevich wrote Sazonov on 19 January 1914, was 
the real “crisis of the ‘Eastern Question’”: as soon as the Reshad V or the 
Sultan Osman I passed through the Dardanelles, the “Turks would have 
undisputed mastery of the Black Sea.”75

 If Germany had a narrow window of opportunity in 1914 to preempt 
the Russian army’s Great Program, then Russia’s own window was still 
narrower. Delivery of the first British- Ottoman dreadnought was ex-
pected within weeks. The Sultan Osman I had in fact already been 
launched to sea; its dispatch in Turkey awaited only the imminent com-
pletion of proper docking facilities in Constantinople, being built by Brit-
ish firms, Vickers and Armstrong Whitworth.76 Making Turkey’s naval 
expansion drive still more frightening to Petersburg, it was not only Brit-
ish and American shipyards who were supplying Constantinople, and 
not only British firms who were modernizing its port. Three cruisers had 
been ordered from an Ital ian yard in 1914; two submarines were on order 
from Germany; and even a French firm, Norman, was building six mine-
sweepers for the Turks.77 As if to rub salt in Russia’s gaping strategic 
wound, Le Matin cheerfully announced on 29 April 1914 that Armstrong 
had just contracted a new, fourth Turkish dreadnought order. This lat-
est, greatest British battleship to grace the growing Ottoman navy would 
be styled, as if to strike terror in the hearts of Russian Christians, Mu-
hammad the Conqueror.78 With friends like these, why did Russia need 
enemies?
 The saga of the British dreadnoughts contracted to Turkey—even 
while a British Naval Mission was modernizing the Ottoman navy and 
British firms were upgrading the naval port facilities of Constantinople—
illustrates, as nothing else could, just how precarious were the strands of 
the strategic “alliance” between London and Petersburg. It was almost as 
if, during the Cold War, a close American ally (say, Britain) had decided 
to sell nuclear weapons to the Soviet  Union, and to send a team of advis-
ers to show Soviet engineers how best to deploy and target them. So over 
the top were these latest insults from perfidious Albion that Russia’s dip-
lomats were not sure quite how to protest them. Shortly before Nicholas 
II ratified the Russian naval expansion program targeting Turkey on 5 
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April 1914, the tsar and Sazonov had discussed naval issues with Britain’s 
ambassador, Sir George Buchanan, but only in the most general terms. As 
if trying to cam ou flage their concerns about the growth of Turkish naval 
strength, both the tsar and his foreign minister had emphasized the Ger-
man threat to Russian Straits access, each man citing “secret military in-
formation” without specifying the source.79 The only clue the Russians 
were willing to offer about their fears of Turkey’s dreadnoughts was a re-
quest lodged with Buchanan by Grigorevich, the naval minister, that Rus-
sia be allowed to buy two of the Armstrong dreadnoughts originally con-
tracted to Chile. Revealingly, Buchanan reported this request to Sir 
Arthur Nicolson on 16 April 1914 in apparent ignorance that the warships 
in question were in fact under contract to Turkey. While the British am-
bassador knew something was afoot—he informed London that “it is 
quite a new departure for Russia to order battleships abroad”—he had no 
inkling of the real grounds for Grigorevich’s unprecedented démarche. 
Whether deliberately misinformed by the Russians or unable to connect 
the dots, Buchanan concluded merely that Russia’s dreadnought request 
“shows the serious view she takes of the international situation.”80

 It was not until May 1914, following the stunning headline in Le Matin 
about Muhammad the Conqueror, that Sazonov fi nally worked up the 
nerve to instruct Count Alexander Benckendorff, his ambassador in Lon-
don, to ask the British government why they seemed intent on destroying 
Russia’s entire strategic position. Remarkably, Sazonov did not even men-
tion the dreadnoughts in this first formal protest, dated 8 May 1914. He 
con fined his complaint to the Admiral Limpus mission, which he hoped 
Benckendorff might (ever so politely) convince Sir Edward Grey, His 
Majesty’s Foreign Secretary, to recall, as part of some prospective Anglo- 
Russian naval agreement. And yet at no point, Sazonov insisted with 
an eye on public suspicions in Britain of the Liberals’ embrace of auto-
cratic Russia, was Benckendorff even authorized to use the sensitive word 
“agreement” (soglashenie). Not until two weeks after this did Bencken-
dorff fi nally broach the issue of the Armstrong dreadnoughts with Grey, 
explaining Russia’s impossible strategic position, being unable herself to 
import dreadnoughts through the Straits. By this time the Russians had 
learned that another En glish firm, P. S. White, had contracted to build 
two 1,500 ton minesweepers, also for Turkey. Compounding Bencken-
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dorff ’s dif fi culty was the fact that Winston Churchill, the First Lord of 
the Admiralty, was out of town for much of May, which gave Grey a con-
venient excuse to continue put ting him off. Finally, on 12 June 1914, Grey 
passed on Churchill’s reply. Predictably, Grey and Churchill washed their 
hands of the prob lem, claiming—they were laissez- faire Liberals, after 
all—that the British government could not legally interfere with private 
business contracts.81

 The Russians received the worst of all worlds from the British blow- off 
in June 1914. Not only would construction on the Ottoman dreadnoughts 
proceed, but Admiral Limpus himself would travel to Britain in late July 
to escort the Sultan Osman I back to Turkey.82 Meanwhile, the (in fact 
entirely fruitless) negotiations between Benckendorff, Grey, and Churchill 
had put the Germans on high alert about a mostly imaginary Anglo- 
Russian Naval Convention, as Benckendorff warned Sazonov in an omi-
nous dispatch on 26 June 1914—just two days before Archduke Franz 
Ferdinand was murdered in Sarajevo. Although Benckendorff and Grey 
had patiently explained to Prince Lichnowsky, Germany’s ambassador to 
London, that the recent negotiations in fact had had little to do with any 
Anglo- Russian naval agreement—much less joint maneuvers—Germany’s 
press barons had concluded just this and were on the warpath again.83

 There is an interesting passage in one of Fritz Fi scher’s books in which 
the author downplays the importance of “‘strained Anglo- German re-
lations’ resulting from Anglo- Russian negotiations toward a new naval 
agreement.” Fi scher is right to point out that “negotiations on the [Anglo-
 Russian] naval agreement were by no means as far advanced in June 1914” 
as some pro- German authors have claimed. It is curious, nonetheless, that 
Fi scher’s emphasis here is on the En glish naval threat to Germany. Russia 
fig ures, as usual in accounts of the July crisis, as a passive, disembodied 
actor, im por tant only insofar as her admirals succeed (or do not succeed) 
in coordinating naval operations with Britain in the Baltic.84 Fi scher is 
just as ignorant as the Germans were in 1914 about Russia’s ac tual foreign 
policy concerns. Her diplomats’ main priority in naval negotiations with 
London was not coordinating actions in the Baltic, but rather staving off 
the threat to Russia’s position in the Near East posed by Britain’s mod-
ernization of the Ottoman navy.
 Had Germany’s leaders known how worried the Russians were about 
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the Turkish dreadnoughts that were about to make Russia’s Black Sea 
fleet obsolete and close off the “Straits window” forever, they might have 
laughed off the most recent press hysteria. Bethmann Hollweg may not 
then have been so paranoid about the “growth of Russian power” in July 
1914. But how could he have known this? Not even the British knew what 
the Russians were really afraid of. On 12 June 1914 Grey had pointedly, if 
bizarrely, reassured Benckendorff that London had no wish to see the 
Turkish navy become stron ger than that of Greece.85 If it did not occur to 
Grey that the Russians were legitimately afraid of the growth of the Otto-
man fleet, despite Benckendorff having stressed this (albeit hesitantly and 
with great delicacy) for weeks, how could Lichnowsky or Bethmann Holl-
weg have intuited the Russians’ concerns on their own? Diplomats, atta-
chés, and spies can assemble great masses of data about a hostile power’s 
armaments, railways, ships, and mobilization schedules, but they cannot 
peer into the hearts of men. Russian fears of the growth of Turkish naval 
power (thought to be in the ser vice of German interests) were no less ra-
tional or irrational than German fears of the growth of Russian power, but 
the Russians’ fears may have been more threatening to Europe’s fragile 
peace because they were invisible to ev ery one but themselves.86*
 A state whose policymakers nurse grudges against both its enemies 
and its friends is a dangerous animal, ready to pounce at the first fright or 
whiff of opportunity. Russia in 1914 was a country with much to lose, but 
for which the risks of inaction seemed, by June or July of that year, to be at 
least as great, and possibly greater, than those of action. It was a country, 
in other words, whose rulers would not shrink from going to war to im-
prove her precarious position in a hostile international environment.

* By contrast, the Russians knew perfectly well how concerned the Germans were. As Rus-
sia’s ambassador to Berlin, Sergei N. Sverbeyev, reported in March 1914, “the growing power 
of Russia is arousing the gravest fears in Berlin.”
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